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Tunneling spectroscopy reveals evidence for interlayer electron-hole correlations in quantum Hall
bilayer two-dimensional electron systems at layer separations near, but above, the transition to
the incompressible exciton condensate at total Landau level filling νT = 1. These correlations
are manifested by a non-linear suppression of the Coulomb pseudogap which inhibits low energy
interlayer tunneling in weakly-coupled bilayers. The pseudogap suppression is strongest at νT = 1
and grows rapidly as the critical layer separation for exciton condensation is approached from above.

Theoretical suggestions[1–4] for Bose condensation
of excitons first emerged in the decade following the
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory[5] of superconductivity. Almost four decades elapsed before strong experimental evidence for such condensation began to accumulate. Initially this evidence came from tunneling and
transport experiments on bilayer two-dimensional electron systems in which stable exciton populations emerge
at high magnetic field[6, 7] and from photo-luminescence
experiments on transient exciton populations in coupled
quantum wells[8, 9]. Very recently[10], exciton condensation has been detected via electron energy loss spectroscopy on a three-dimensional solid, the transition
metal dichalcogenide semimetal 1T-TiSe2 .
In the bilayer two-dimensional electron system (2DES)
case, the exciton condensate appears when the total number of electrons matches the number of available states
in a single spin-resolved Landau level created by the
magnetic field. In the simplest, density balanced case,
each layer contains a 2DES at half filling of the lowest
Landau level (LL). If the layers are sufficiently close together and the temperature is sufficiently low, interlayer
Coulomb interactions stabilize a remarkable broken symmetry phase in which electrons are shared equally between the two layers, even in the hypothetical absence
of zero interlayer single particle tunneling. In addition
to exhibiting a quantized Hall plateau at ρxy = h/e2 ,
this phase displays several other fascinating properties,
including Josephson-like interlayer tunneling, quantized
Hall drag, and nearly dissipationless transport of counterpropagating currents across the bulk of the 2D system [11]. There are multiple equivalent ways to describe
this phase, including as an easy-plane ferromagnet or as
a condensate of interlayer excitons. Of course, interactions between electrons within the same layer are strong
independent of the layer separation and, in the large separation limit, each 2DES at half filling of the lowest LL is
a compressible, non-quantized Hall phase well described
as a Fermi liquid of composite fermions [12, 13]. As the
layer separation d is reduced, interlayer Coulomb inter-

actions become increasingly important and this description breaks down. At some critical layer separation dc ,
comparable to the average distance between electrons in
either 2D layer, a transition to the incompressible exciton condensate occurs. The nature of this transition, and
of the bilayer 2DES generally at d & dc , remain poorly
understood despite intensive and ongoing study[14–27].
In this paper we report evidence from interlayer tunneling spectroscopy experiments that significant interlayer particle-hole correlations exist in bilayer 2D electron
systems at layer separations larger than those required
for exciton condensation. For density balanced bilayers
these correlations are found to be strongest when the per
layer LL filling fraction is ν = 1/2 and grow in importance as the effective layer separation is reduced and the
excitonic transition approached. In this regime the bilayer 2DES is compressible, exhibits no quantized Hall
plateau and neither ordinary longitudinal nor Hall drag
transport present any significant anomaly. In contrast,
interlayer tunneling is well-suited to exploring subtle interlayer particle-hole correlations in part because in their
absence the tunneling rate is heavily suppressed by intralayer Coulomb interactions.
The upper panel in Fig. 1 shows two low temperature interlayer tunneling current-voltage (IV ) characteristics observed in a single, density balanced, bilayer 2DES
sample containing two 18 nm GaAs quantum wells separated by a 10 nm AlGaAs barrier layer. (We here discuss only tunneling between the partially occupied lowest LLs in each layer. Our samples and methods have
been described extensively in the past; see, for example, Ref. [28].) For the left trace the 2DES density n
in each layer has been electrostatically tuned to be relatively low, while for the right trace it is relatively large.
In each case a perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ yielding ν = nh/eB⊥ = 1/2 in each 2D layer has been applied. Owing to the different densities and magnetic fields
the effective layer separation d/ℓ (with d = 28 nm the
center-to-center quantum well separation and the magnetic length ℓ = (~/eB⊥ )1/2 ) is d/ℓ = 1.67 for the left
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FIG. 1: (color online) Aspects of interlayer tunneling at νT =
1/2 + 1/2. Upper panel: Typical tunneling IV curves at
effective layer separations d/ℓ above (right) and below (left)
the transition to the exciton condensed phase. Lower panel:
Red dots: Collapse of pseudogap ∆ as d/ℓ is reduced. Blue
open dots: Tunneling critical current in excitonic phase. All
data at T = 50 mK.

trace and 2.29 for the right trace. The left IV characteristic displays the Josephson-like jump in the tunneling current at V = 0 associated with the quantum Hall
exciton condensate[11], while the right IV curve shows
a pronounced suppression[29–31] of the current around
V = 0. While this suppression can be qualitatively understood as a pseudogap arising from the inability of a
single layer 2DES to rapidly relax the charge defects created by the near-instantaneous injection (or extraction)
of a tunneling electron at high magnetic field[32–36], it is
our purpose here to demonstrate that interlayer particlehole correlations modify this picture significantly. These
interlayer correlations are observable at layer separations
as high as d/ℓ ∼ 2.5 and grow steadily as d/ℓ is reduced
toward the transition to the Josephson-like tunneling behavior characteristic of the excitonic phase.
The transition between the two types of IV chararacteristics at total filling factor νT = 1/2 + 1/2 = 1 is
quantitatively illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 1.
The red solid dots show the dependence of the voltage
width ∆ of the suppressed region of tunneling around

V = 0 on the effective layer separation d/ℓ. (We define
∆ as the voltage where the tunneling current rises to 2%
of the maximum current observed at V = Vmax .) The
blue open dots show the magnitude Ic of the Josephsonlike current jump at V = 0 observed in the excitonic
phase. The figure demonstrates that the collapse of the
tunneling pseudogap ∆ and onset of Josephson-like interlayer tunneling occur at essentially the same effective
layer separation, about d/ℓ ≈ 1.93 in the present sample.
The dashed straight line in the lower panel of Fig.1 emphasizes the increasing non-linearity of the ∆ vs. d/ℓ dependence as the excitonic transition is approached. Since
ℓ−1 = (2πn/ν)1/2 , ∆ is similarly non-linear in n1/2 . This
is perhaps surprising since in the simplest scenario lowest LL tunneling between widely separated 2D layers is
dominated by intralayer Coulomb interactions which, of
course, scale linearly with n1/2 at fixed ν.
Figure 2 contrasts this unusual non-linear dependence
of ∆ upon n1/2 at νT = 1/2 + 1/2 with the linear dependence more commonly observed. Figure 2a presents
the n1/2 dependence of Vmax , the voltage location of the
peak tunnel current. The red solid dots are from the
same sample, and at the same densities, as the ∆ data
shown in Fig. 1, while the open dots are from a second
sample in which the width of the tunnel barrier has been
increased from db = 10 to 38 nm (thus doubling d, the
center-to-center quantum well separation, from 28 to 56
nm.) In both samples Vmax exhibits a clear linear dependence on n1/2 which extrapolates to a negative intercept
in the n → 0 limit. (This negative intercept reflects the
attraction, in the final state, between a tunneled electron
and the hole it leaves behind in the source layer. The
attraction is of course weaker in the wider barrier sample
and this accounts for the roughly vertical displacement
of the two data sets [37]. This final state effect is not
to be confused with interlayer electron-hole correlations
present in the initial state of the bilayer 2DES.)
Figure 2b returns to the pseudogap ∆, as defined
above. The open dots are the ∆ values, obtained at
νT = 1/2 + 1/2, from the wide barrier sample, where
d = 56 nm. The density range is the same as for the ∆
values obtained from the narrow barrier sample (d = 28
nm) shown in Fig. 1 and repeated in Fig. 2b (red solid
dots) for ease of comparison. Unlike the non-linear collapse of ∆ seen in the d = 28 nm sample, ∆ in the d = 56
nm sample exhibits a simple linear dependence on n1/2 .
These very different dependences strongly suggest that
interlayer Coulomb interactions, which eventually lead
to exciton condensation in the narrow barrier sample but
not in the wide barrier sample, are, especially at low density, strong in the former but weak in the latter. That
at the highest densities the slopes d∆/d(n1/2 ) become
roughly equal is not surprising since intralayer interactions then dominate over interlayer interactions.
Finally, the solid triangles in Fig. 2b are the ∆ values,
in the narrow barrier sample, obtained when each 2D
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FIG. 2: (color online) Density dependences of Vmax , the voltage at which the tunnel current is maximized, and the pseudogap ∆, in two samples having different layer separations d.
a) Vmax at νT = 1/2 + 1/2. b) ∆ at νT = 1/2 + 1/2 (open
blue and red solid dots) and at νT = 0.41 + 0.41 (triangles).
All data at T = 50 mK.

layer is at filling factor νT = 0.414 + 0.414 = 0.828. This
total filling factor is well removed from νT = 1 where
exciton condensation is observed, and is midway between
νT = 2/5 + 2/5 and νT = 3/7 + 3/7 where fractional
quantum Hall states exist [38]. As the figure shows, we
find ∆ to be linear in n1/2 at this filling factor.
Further evidence that the non-linear dependence of ∆
on n1/2 in the narrow barrier sample is keyed to total
filling factor νT = 1 is presented in Fig. 3a. Here ∆,
normalized by the mean Coulomb energy e2 /ǫℓ, is plotted versus the per-layer filling factor ν (the same in both
layers). The various traces, which correspond to different 2DES densities n, are labeled by the d/ℓ value at
νT = 1/2 + 1/2. At all densities ∆ vs. ν exhibits a local
minimum close to ν = 1/2. The minimum is weak, but
clearly observable, at d/ℓ = 2.46 but rapidly deepens as
the density is reduced toward (d/ℓ)c ≈ 1.93 where, at
νT = 1, exciton condensation and the first indications
of a Josephson-like zero bias tunneling anomaly appear.
Indeed, as Fig. 3b shows, at d/ℓ = 1.86 ∆ collapses to
zero and a Josephson-like zero bias current jump emerges
in the immediate vicinity of ν = 1/2.
These data demonstrate that in spite of the generally strong suppression of low energy tunneling between
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FIG. 3: (color online) a) Tunneling pseudogap ∆ vs. filling
factor ν (same in both layers) at various fixed layer densities
n in the d = 28 nm sample. ∆ is normalized by the Coulomb
energy e2 /ǫℓ at each ν. The data sets are labeled by the
effective layer separation d/ℓ, computed at ν = 1/2. b) At
still lower density, the pseudogap ∆ collapses to zero and a
Josephson-like current jump Ic emerges in a window around
ν = 1/2.

parallel 2D electron systems at high magnetic field, at
νT = 1/2 + 1/2 this suppression can itself be suppressed,
and low energy electrons tunnel more freely, if the separation between the layers is not too large. This effect is detectable at fairly large layer separation, d/ℓ ∼ 2.5, where
the bilayer 2DES is in a compressible, non-quantized Hall
state, and becomes stronger as d/ℓ is reduced.
Interlayer electron-hole correlations suggest at least a
partial explanation for our observations[39]. If electrons
in either layer are always accompanied by a strong correlation hole in the opposite layer, the resulting interlayer
dipolar electric field presumably lowers the effective tunnel barrier. Moreover, the strength of the correlation hole
undoubtedly grows as the layer separation is reduced.
While such a correlation hole presumably exists at essentially all compressible filling factors, νT = 1/2 + 1/2 is
special insofar as even in the absence of Coulomb interactions there is an equal number of unoccupied lowest LL
orbitals in one layer and occupied orbitals in the other.
The above model, however, does not readily account for
the clear indications in Figs. 1 and 3 that the collapse
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of the pseudogap ∆ is related to the emergence of the
νT = 1 exciton condensate. Indeed, the gap ∆ collapses
to zero at essentially the same d/ℓ as where the first signs
of Josephson-like tunneling (and other signature phenomena, such as quantized Hall drag) appear. Reminiscent
of a second order phase transition, this behavior suggests
that the non-linear collapse of ∆ reflects excitonic fluctuations in anticipation of exciton condensation at lower
layer separations.
To explore things further we now turn to the effect of
layer density imbalance on the tunneling IV characteristic. Via electrostatic gating the filling factors ν1 and
ν2 of the individual 2D layers can be adjusted so that
νT = ν1 + ν2 = 1 but ∆ν ≡ ν1 − ν2 6= 0. Not surprisingly, non-zero ∆ν alters the tunneling IV curve. In the
absence of significant interlayer correlations, a simple, if
crude, model of the tunneling pseudogap illustrates this:
For an electron to tunnel from layer 1 to layer 2 and
overcome the pseudogap, the interlayer voltage must be
at least as large as e|V1,2 | ∼ ǫ− (ν1 ) + ǫ+ (ν2 ), where ǫ−
and ǫ+ are the energies required to rapidly extract and
inject an electron into a strongly correlated 2DES. Similarly, in the opposite bias polarity, the minimum voltage
required for tunneling from layer 2 to layer 1 would be
e|V2,1 | ∼ ǫ− (ν2 ) + ǫ+ (ν1 ). Since ǫ− (ν) and ǫ+ (ν) are in
general different [42], these voltage thresholds are also
different, unless ν1 = ν2 .
Figure 4 displays the pseudogaps ∆+ and ∆− , determined separately from the positive (red dots) and negative (black open dots) voltage portions of the IV curve,
versus ∆ν = ν1 − ν2 at d/ℓ = 2.46 and d/ℓ = 2.00
[43, 44] . As expected, at both d/ℓ values, ∆+ and ∆−
are closely equal at ∆ν = 0 where the bilayer is density balanced. However, at finite density imbalance the
pseudogap behaves very differently at high and low d/ℓ.
At d/ℓ = 2.46, where Fig. 3a suggests that interlayer
electron-hole correlations are present but weak, ∆+ and
∆− separate from one another roughly linearly with ∆ν.
This behavior is qualitatively consistent with the crude
model of tunneling between independent layers described
above. In contrast, at d/ℓ = 2.00 the pseudogaps ∆+ and
∆− remain nearly equal and decrease, roughly as |∆ν|2 ,
as the bilayer is imbalanced. Although this imbalanceinduced reduction of the tunneling pseudogap is not well
understood, it is again likely related to proximity to the
νT = 1 exciton condensate. Indeed, experiments [45, 46]
have shown that the critical layer separation for exciton
condensation increases slightly with density imbalance.
Hence, in analogy to the non-linear collapse of ∆ near
d/ℓ ≈ 1.93 observed in density balanced νT = 1 bilayers
(shown in Fig. 1), a small density imbalance would likely
yield a similar collapse, only shifted to slightly larger d/ℓ.
In that case, at a fixed d/ℓ near, but above, the collapse
point, ∆ at imbalance ∆ν 6= 0 would be smaller than
in the density balanced ∆ν = 0 case. This is consistent
with the data shown in Fig. 4b. We emphasize that
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FIG. 4: (color online) Tunneling pseudogap ∆+,− at νT = 1
measured at positive (red dots) and negative (black open dots)
interlayer voltage vs. layer density imbalance ∆ν ≡ ν1 − ν2
at d/ℓ = 2.46 and 2.00. The dashed lines in a) are guides to
the eye; in b) it is a parabolic fit to the average of ∆+ and
∆− . At positive (negative) interlayer voltage electrons tunnel
from layer 2 (1) to layer 1 (2).

while d/ℓ = 2.00 is close to the critical layer separation,
the bilayer remains in the incoherent νT = 1 phase at all
∆ν examined; i.e. no Josephson-like tunneling anomaly
is observed.
The various tunneling data presented here strongly
suggest the presence of interlayer electron-hole correlations at layer separations significantly larger than that
required for observation of the key features of the νT =
1 exciton condensate (e.g. a quantized Hall plateau,
Josephson-like zero bias anomaly, quantized Hall drag,
etc.). These correlations, which manifest as a suppression
of the tunneling pseudogap, are strongest at νT = 1 and
gather in strength as the excitonic phase is approached.
Moreover, their dependence on layer density imbalance
is consistent with the known imbalance dependence of
the excitonic phase boundary. Taken together, our observations point to fluctuations of the excitonic phase
persisting into the compressible phase above the critical
layer separation. While this is suggestive of a second order phase transition, we note that there is also evidence
[47–50] that the transition is first order. In particular,
experiments [48, 49] have demonstrated that the critical layer separation for exciton condensation increases
slightly when the electronic spin Zeeman energy is en-
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hanced via the hyperfine coupling to the nuclear spin
bath of the host lattice. This suggests that the spin polarization of the bilayer 2DES jumps discontinuously and
that the excitonic phase transition is therefore at least
weakly first order.
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